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TUCKED AWAY IN THE AUSTIN HILL 
COUNTRY, HOMEOWNERS JENNIFER 

AND SCOTT WEHNER BUILT THEIR 
CASITA WITH ONE PURPOSE IN MIND — 
PROVIDING GUESTS A COMFORTABLE 

AND RELAXING GETAWAY. 

CHARISMATIC  
COLOR  



A mixture of pillows, including pink Moroccan sabra cactus silk and 
white linen, play up the cool gray sectional by Interior Define, with a 
rounded wooden coffee table on bronze-finished iron legs from Four 
Hands centering the room. The camel-colored top grain leather side 
chair, another piece from Four Hands, rests next to the sectional, 
adding varied texture to the space. A custom painting from Wendover 
Art hangs on the dominant wall, cohesively tying together all of the 
elements of the living space.  

Outside, the custom pool overlooks the sprawling treescape of the 
Texas Hill Country, offering a cool reprieve from the Texas heat and 
a beautiful focal point from both the main house and the casita 
positioned at pool level. The homeowner likened it to their “own 
private treehouse.” 

OONCE THE BUILDING OF THE STRUCTURE WAS   
complete, Scott and Jennifer looked to Etch Design Group 
in Austin, who originally designed their main home, to 
bring life to the guest house with their exquisite selec-
tion of interior decor. With their primary home serving as 
a tranquil space of beautiful neutrals, Scott and Jennifer 
decided to use their guest house to take a departure from 
the serene and go bold. 

Designers Jessica Nelson and Stephanie Lindsey, along 
with homeowner Jennifer Wehner, sought a connection 
to the outdoors, playing up the natural surroundings of 
the sweeping oak trees and breathtaking views. As pieces 
such as the vibrant accent pillows, rugs and the bamboo 
and coco twig light fixture were chosen, boho organically 
evolved as a central theme, but Wehner wanted to strike a 
balance throughout the house with a clean and modern aes-
thetic. This led to the unlikely marrying of cool farmhouse 
finishings to the warm and bold vibes of bohemian chic. 
Blending two vastly different styles was never the original 
intent, but as each piece was chosen, the fusion of the two 
naturally evolved.

“Jessica and I both loved the style elements that the 
‘boho’ aesthetic created, and its ability to bring nature 
indoors,” Jennifer said of the collaboration. “The light fix-

The open-concept kitchen flows seamlessly into the living room, allowing 
for guests to easily shift back and forth between spaces. The white 
cabinets beautifully reflect the natural light radiating through the 
expansive windows. Gray performance fabric barstools from Sunpan 
extend the cool, breezy vibes with comfort, style and durability. 
A custom built-in banquette provides seating for the bistro-style table 
and additional seating includes Loom woven rope chairs in natural gray 
on solid mahogany legs by Essentials for Living. 

ture in the breakfast nook created a statement piece that 
immediately leaned towards a more boho style, so Jessica 
leaned into it and outfitted this area with colorful and 
textural accent pillows. The design team played off the 
colors from that piece to incorporate textural boho-style 
accent pillows and modern abstract artwork. I wanted the 
kitchen to be more clean and modern, so we went more 
minimal there. It’s easy to fall in love with this room, as 
it just feels like such a warm and welcoming space when 
you’re in it.”

Given that the space would primarily be used for guests, 
it was just as important to utilize functionality as it was to 
create a beautiful design. The designers paid special atten-
tion to ensure pieces were comfortable and easy to clean, 
all while remaining stunning. 
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Having previously collaborated with the client, 
Nelson and Lindsey flawlessly worked through the 
design process, starting with Wehner providing a list 
of wants and needs, and then creating different concepts 
to identify her preferences. Although Wehner knew she 
wanted it to be colorful, she did not start out with any 
specific color schemes. As ideas were introduced, the 
designers zeroed in on items Wehner really liked. For 
instance, the rug (ultimately chosen for the living room) 
with the bright pinks, navy blue and corresponding 
colors was an early hit, leading to pink emerging as a 
standout. This was not only one of Wehner’s favorites 
but a special way to incorporate her four daughters. 
From there, each piece was carefully chosen and knitted 
into the overall design.   

“This was definitely a one-of-a-kind project for us, as 
the client really let us push the boundaries of style and 
color, and allowed us to use our own creative freedom in 

The main bedroom was designed to transport guests from the tranquil 
Hill Country to a vibrant trendy hotel. An avant-garde Phillip Jeffries Deco 
wallpaper in a bold hemp-indigo hue serves as a backbone to the entire 
room and enhances the rounded platform bed by Sunpan with perfor-
mance fabric and antique brass legs. Custom color-blocked blackout 
drapes with an eggplant base provide privacy and a bold Loloi rug and 
Sunpan nightstand with shagreen diamond face drawer fronts add 
another layer of texture. The Regina Andrew ceramic glazed white lamps 
and Mongolian fur chair soften the space.

providing them with a space that their guests could love 
and enjoy,” said Jessica. “We had a lot of fun, between the 
mixture of colors, patterns, fabrics and accent pieces such 
as artwork and accessories. It all pairs together so nicely, 
and the client gets so many comments on how much people 
love the space.”  u
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